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Abstract: This paper refers to the data hiding technique in an 

encrypted image and restoring image as it was before to its 

fullest. There are three bids of the framework to this process, 

which are a content owner, data hiding and recipient. The 

content owner encrypts the image with ciphertext making it an 

encrypted image. Data hider channelizes encrypted image into 3 

different channels and adds each with additional bits in order to 

obtain marked encrypted image. At the recipient end, the noise 

from the image could be removed consuming the extraction key 

and the image obtained will be intact as original. Utilizing 

RDH_EI method, we not only receive secret information but 

also, the image is recovered using progressive recovery. 

 

Keywords: Data hiding, Information hiding, encrypting 

images, recovering encrypted image 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

This technical paper is in advancement to 

traditional data hiding in plain text images. Some of the uses 

of it can be in medical field or cloud storage. Considering 

cloud storage example, sender can hide secret message into 

an image and upload it on the cloud. At cloud side, user can 

add ciphertext to encrypted message. At receiver’s end, when 

user obtains the encrypted message with ciphertext, the 

original message can be easily obtain by the receiver after 

decryption. 

The sender does the encrypted on unique images 

using rivulet encipher, and a data-hider adds garbage 

message to ciphertext . At receiver’s end, the encrypted 

image with ciphertext can be decrypted using the generated 

keys and the information will be obtained, and  image can be 

obtained without any pixelated  change. 

The process was enhanced by changing the spatial 

connection in surrounding blocks for accomplishing a 

better method, which further improved. The RDH-EI can 

also be operated by public key generation. Also, it is 

obtained in encrypted JPEG bit streams by modifying a 

little in the encrypted data. The only huddle is being that  
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the extraction of data can only be initiated after image 

decryption. Separable method was proposed to sort this 

problem, making us to providing encrypted data from the 

encrypted image.  

The data-hider divides the encrypted pixels into 

fragments, and reduces some LSB bits of each fragment to 

lesser bits using a designed architecture. The receiver 

extracts the garbage message from the marked encrypted 

image. After the process of decrypting of image takes 

place, the genuine LSBs are obtained by comparing the 

disturbed bits to compressed bits. If initial bit planes are 

used, a better rate of embedding will be achieved. Some of 

the RDH-EI methods is again used to increase embedding 

rates by emptying embedding room before encryption. 

Distortion of rate is very important in RDH-EI. The Rate 

attitudes for the implanting rate while Alteration the 

change between the real image and the image after 

decrypted. Employers with solitary the decryption key 

continuously essential to opinion the images gratified by 

decrypting the noticeable encoded images straight. We 

bound the alteration to 3 LBS-layers in encoded images to 

reservation the decrypted images with decent value. 

Exposing to this disorder, we suggest a liberal retrieval 

founded divisible RDH-EI toward achieve a well ability, 

which is an allowance to our works. We split the 

implanting process into three series to fur supplementary 

messages. Dissimilar from the old-style retrieval by only 

one standard, the liberal retrieval uses three standards. 

Certain by the liberal instrument, superior cargos can be 

completed. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This architecture is depicted in Fig. 1, counting three parties: 

the content owner, the data-hider, and the recipient. The 

content owner encodes the unique images and uploads the 

encoded images on distant servers. The data-hider splits the 

encoded images into 3 sets and entrenches communication 

into every set to produce noticeable encoded images. The 

recipient excerpts communication by an extraction key. 

Estimated images with decent excellence can be gotten by 

decryption if the receiver has decryption key. When together 

keys are accessible, the inventive images can be lossless 

improved by broad minded retrieval. 
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             Fig.1 Architecture of the System 

 

 

A. Image Encryption  

When the content owner encrypts the grayscale images X 

sized M×N, the conservative rivulet cipher procedure is 

cast-off, such as the RC4, AES in the CTR style (AES-CTR). 

By an encrypted key KENC, the key rivulet K with 8MN bits 

could be produced, and the ciphertext images is engendered 

by 

JEnc(X,K)XK ……………….(1) 

Where Enc(∙) and “⊕” signify the enciphers procedure and 

the XOR process individually. Equally, the plain-text images 

could be improved by X Dec(J,K) 

JK…………………(2) 

B. Data Embedding 

On the attendant cross, the data-hider inserts supplementary 

messages into the cipher-text images. As portrayed in Fig. 2, 

the pixel of the cipher-text images is separated into three sets: 

Squares, Triangles, and Circles. Later, there are MN/4 pixel 

in the Square sets, MN/4 pixel in the Triangles sets, and 

MN/2 pixel in the Circle sets. 

 
Fig. 2 Three Sets of the Cipher-text Image 

  

Signify the pixel in the Sets of squares, sets of triangles and 

the sets of circles as S1, S2 and S3, correspondingly. With an 

entrenching key KEMB, the data-hider would-be casually 

permuted the encoded pixel inside every sets. The data-hider 

splits every permute sets Si into pieces, each of which holds 

Li pixel (i=1,2,3). Usually, we consume L1>L2 and L1>L3. 

Gather the bits of three LSB-layers in every piece, and signify 

these bits of every piece as the collection Bi(ki)=[Bi(ki, 1), 

Bi(ki, 2), ..., Bi(ki, 3Li)]
T

, where ki∈ [1, Ri] is the group 

index, R1=MN/(4L1)for S1, R2=MN/(4L2)for S2, and 

R3=MN/(2L3)for S3. 

The data-hider produces 3doublematricsG1, G2 and G3 for 

squeezing the collections in the sets S1, S2 and S3, 

Gi[I3LiP,Qi],i1,2,3 (3) 

Three binary matrices generated by the data hider M1, M2 

and M3 and T1, T2 and T3 are group of sets used for 

compressing. 

Mj = [L3Nj-Q,Pj], j=1,2,3 ………………………….(3) 

 

Where J is individuality matrices and P the would-be 

arbitrarily produced dual matrices measured by KEMB. For 

every collection Bj(kj), the data-hider computes 

 

Dj(kj)= Mj . Bj(kj) , j=1,2,3; kj =1,2,….Rj   ……….………(4) 

 

and originate Dj(kj)=[ Dj(kj, 1), Dj(kj, 2) , ……. , Dj(kj, 

3Nj-Q)]S . 

 

Each group Bj(kj), containing 3Nj bits is compressed to Dj(kj) 

containing , 3Nj-Q bits. Consequently, a replacement area of 

Q bits in every groups is emptied for whacking 

supplementary message. 

Let [Aj(kj, 1), Aj(kj, 2), …, Aj(kj, Q] be the supplementary 

bits to stand entrenched hooked on Bj(kj). The data-hider 

replaces Bj(kj) with B'j(kj)=[Dj(kj, 1), Dj(kj, 2), …, Dj(kj, 

3Nj–Q), Aj(kj, 1), Aj(kj, 2), …, Aj(kj, Q)]Sin every sets. 

Afterward contrariwise permutes every sets, the noticeable 

encoded images produced. 

Meanwhile p bits could be implanted into every bunch, an 

supplementary messages not bigger-than Q∙(R1+R2+R3) bits 

can be covered up into the scrambled picture. Hence, the 

implanting amount (bit-per-pixel, bpp) is roughly equivalent 

to 

 

Rf …………………(5) 

 

The coefficients {Q, N1, N2, N3} could be inserted in to the 

LSB-layer of a few saved pixel within the encoded images, & 

incorporate first LSB bits into the supplementary messages. 

 

 

C. Obtaining message and recovering image: 

 

On beneficiary sides, extra message could be extricated if the 

recipients have key KEMB. The checked scrambled pictures 

are isolated to the sets of Squares, sets of Triangles and the 

sets of Circles once more. 

With the implanting keys, beneficiary permuted the pixel in 

every sets freely, and separates the permute set into 

fragments, every of which covers Lj (j=1,2,3) pixel. 

Assemble the bit of 3 LSB-layer in every portion &reproduce 

these bunches Bj(kj)=[Dj(kj, 

1), Dj(kj, 2), …, Dj(kj, 

3Nj–Q), Aj(kj, 1), Aj(kj, 2), 

…, Aj(kj, Q)]S (Kj∈  
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[1,Rj])From each group, the additional bits [Aj(kj, 2), …, 

Aj(kj, Q] S are extracted. 

In the event that the beneficiary has as it were the key KENC, 

he/she decodes the marked scrambled picture utilizing to 

build an estimated images. Subsequently we restrain the 

twisting to 3 LSB-layer, the straight unscrambled picture still 

jam great excellence. 

If both case KENC& KEMB is accessible then receiver can 

improve the first picture. By KEMB, flattened bitDj(kj)=[ Dj(kj, 

1), Dj(kj, 2) , ……. , Dj(kj, 3Nj-Q)]Sare extricated from each 

gather B'j(kj) (Kj∈  [1,Rj]) .The receiver produces the 

matrices M1, M2 and M3 once more, and appropriately 

develops the parity-check lattices, 

 

Xj = [Pj
S,IQ], j=1,2,3……………………………………..(6) 

 

With these matrix, vector for recuperating the uniqueBj(kj) 

can be achieved by calculating 

 

bj(kj)=[ Dj(kj, 1), Dj(kj, 2) , ……. , Dj(kj, 3Nj-Q),0,0,…0] + 

a.Xj....................................(7) 

 

where an subjective binary vectors with Q bits, j=1,2,3, 

&kj∈ [1, Ri]. Hence, there stand 2Q conceivable applicants 

for every groups. Following, the receiver recognizes the most 

excellent applicants and increasingly recoups every gather 

concluded 3series. 

In first series, Receiver decodes the noticeableencoded 

picture utilizing KENC, and creates orientation pixel for the 

sets of Squares by evaluating pixels value inside the Square 

set by 

 

Ṽi,j = . 8+4…..(8) 

 

Where Ṽi,j are the projected pixel in the Square’s sets, [∙] the 

roundedworker, &{vi–1,j, vi,j–1, vi+1,j, vi,j+1} the decoded 

pixel in the Circle’s sets as exemplified in Figure. 3. 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Pixel Estimation 

For each candidate vector B1(k1) (k1∈ [1, R1]), the receiver  

put those bits in to the first LSB-layer to build a unciphered 

pixels sections, & after that decodes the pixels fragments 

spending KENC. Lease the unscrambled fragment stay M1 (k1) 

and the pixels value Si,j. Receiver computes the contrasts 

among the assessed fragment and the applicant section thru 

 

………………………….(9

) 

 

In this way, there are 2Q conceivable C comparing to 2Q 

possible M1(k1), and the unscrambled fragment that has 

littlest C are observed as the initial portion. This method, the 

receiver appraises the orientation images by relieving pixel 

within the Square’s sets with the convalesced value. 

Within Second series, the receiver forecasts the value inside 

the Triangle’s sets within the upgraded orientation picture by 

(10), where i j p , ~ are the projected pixel within the Vexed 

set,{ Ṽi-1,j-1 , Ṽi+1,j-1, Ṽi-1,j+1 ,Ṽi+1,j+1 } the pixel within the 

Square’s sets that has been improved within to begin with 

circular, and {qi–1,j, qi,j–1, qi+1,j, qi,j+1} the decoded pixel within 

the Circle’s sets. For every section consistent to the 

applicants b2(k2) (k2∈  [1, R2]), the receiver catches the 

leading one that's nearby to the projected 

portion after 2Q conceivable applicants, utilizing the similar 

method as (9) in First series. Following, the efficient 

orientation picture is additional improved by 

Relieving the pixel within the Fractious sets with the finest 

applicant. In Third series, the receiver recuperates the pixel 

inside the Circle’s sets. Every pixel within the Circle’s sets 

are projected thru (11) 

 

Ṽi,j = [ ]  …………………………(11) 

 

where Ṽi,j are the evaluated pixels within the Circle set, { 

Ṽi-1,j , Ṽi,j-1, Ṽi+1,j ,Ṽi,j+1 }  } the pixel within the Square’s sets 

that has been recuperated within Second series. Over, the 

receiver uses the similar plan as First series to do the 

retrieval. For every section comparing with applicants b3(k3) 

(k3∈ [1, R3]), from the 2Q conceivable candidates the 

beneficiary find the leading one that is nearby to measured 

piece. The orientation pictures are extra recuperated by 

relieving pixel within the Circle’s sets with the finest 

applicant. At last, the unique images are recouped. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

A collection of consequences are showed in Fig. 4, in which 

(a) is the unique image size 510×510. Fixed limits P=5 and 

{L1=150, L2=125, L3=100} are used to hide 11.3k bits 

(0.043 bpp) supplementary messages into the encoded image. 

Fig. 4(b) demonstrations noticeable encoded image. Fig. 4(c) 

displays the estimated images by decrypting Fig. 4(b). The 

straight decrypt images contain decent excellence, PSNR of 

which are equivalent to 38dB. After the noticeable encoded 

images, supplementary bit could be removed consuming no 

mistake. The unique images can be losslessly improved to the 

similar as (a). 
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(a)                        (b)                        (c)      

Fig. 4 Experimental Results for “Lena”, (a) demonstrations 

the unique image, (b) the noticeable encoded image, (c) the 

straight decrypt image. 

The planned technique is associated with the divisible 

RDH-EI technique. These approaches implant messages into 

3 LSB-layer of the encoded images. Best implanting rate Re 
of the dissimilar image are exposed in Table I, where Re 
attitudes for the implanting rates (bit-per-pixel, bpp). We 

usage a stricture P=5 in the planned technique, equating to 

S=5 in [10]. The stricture L cast-off in [10] incomes the 

section lengths. Result display that the planned technique 

attains a improved implanting rates. 

Also, we associate the regular of greatest implanting rate in 

the planned technique with others. Procedures in [5]~[7] and 

[10] are applied in 50 usual image sized 510×510 having 

many topographies. All image could be gotten from 

http://pan.baidu.com/s/1gdjPID1. Existence scheming 

greatest implanting rate, we used P=5 and safeguard the loss 

less rescue. All these approaches used 3 LSB-layer of the 

encoded images for data hiding. Regular rate are exposed in 

Table-II, representative that projected technique out does 

prior ones. 

Even though the proposed technique conceals extra message 

into three LSB layers, distinctive number of LSB-layers can 

likewise be utilized. We utilize fixed P=5 to execute the 

proposed RDH-EI technique. Fig. 7 demonstrates the 

maximal installing rate Re comparing to various bends, in 

which n speaks to the quantity of LSB-layers utilized for 

information inserting. At the point when littler n is utilized, 

better nature of straightforwardly deciphered picture can be 

acquired, and installing rate, notwithstanding, is getting 

littler. Fig. 7 likewise demonstrates that the proposed 

technique gives a superior rate-twisting ability than the 

strategy. 

 CONCLUSION 

Thinking about our earlier work, another RDH-EI technique 

for 3 gatherings is anticipated in this paper. The fundamental 

improvement is spreading the obsolete recovery to the 

tolerant established recovery. The liberal recovery 

established RDH-EI conveys an improved gauge strategy for 

getting the LSB-layer of the novel pictures utilizing 3 

arrangement, which overlays best in class RDH-EI 

approaches. Later RDH-EI is comparing to a rates change 

hazardous, fitness of the strategy will be investigated by 

together the modification and the embedding rate. For a 

sensible complexity, this paper limits the change to 3 

LSB-layer, and hence improves the embeddings rates. 
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